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Objective

In applying for this position I hope to further develop my Codeing skills by creating
and designing new systems and formats to make company products not simply
competitive, but cutting edge. Through the development of these skills I hope to
expand the company's ability to target high profile clients and enter into new
markets.

Summary

In applying as Front-end Developer I will be Utilizing Knowledge. I acquired my
bachelor degree in Commerce and I have done certified course of web design
and have working 4+ years as Front-end Developer. Through The position listed, I
have acquired in depth knowledge about the field that I hope to fully utilize in this
position. My experience is working on both large and small web design projects. I
have knowledge of HTML5 and CSS3 with responsive design and also
WordPress Theme Integration.

Experience

Web Designer, Atlas Soft Web Pvt. LTD
Ahmedabad, Gujarat — Nov 2011- Present
Atlas SoftWeb is my first Company of my Career. Atlas Softweb is IT Company
based in Ahmedabad, Gujarat. My Basic Responsibility is to convert PSD to
HTML5/CSS3 with responsive design. I got layout in form of PSD from Graphic
Designer of client or from company. I need to slice that PSD to working
HTML/CSS with responsive and also made look good with many CSS3 effects
and jQuery.
Accomplishments
● In year 2013, I got an Award of “Versatile Employee of Year” from Atlas.
● In year 2014, I got an Award of “Responsive Guru of Year” from Atlas.

Education

Gujarat University
Bachelor Degree — 2009-2012
I have completed my Bachelor Degree in Commerce from gujarat university in
year 2012. I have done B.com from Gujarat University in year 2012. In between i
have also done private course of web designer from Aartissan academy of
animation & multimedia.
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●
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I have an expertise skill in HTML5/CSS3.
I have polish my skill in bootstrap.
I have also good knowledge of WordPress theme integration.
I know about jQuery and JavaScript.
I have also knowledge of JAVA SE and got a certificate of same

Hobbies

My hobbies are very limited which includes…
Playing Volley Ball, cricket, Travelling to new places, Browsing Internet and
learning new Tools.

Interests

I am Interest in Coding part of web development.
I am also searching and learning through web. I have learn most of the above
things through web only. I am always ready to learn something new.

